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matching algorithms inherited only one hashing table to create
their data structure for searching, then the time complexity of
those algorithms was more time consuming. Thus, this way
seems to get to the dead end of inherited hashing algorithms
and is the major barrier of hashing algorithm developments.
Fortunately, the two-hashing multiple string pattern matching
algorithm (called Two-HT-MSPMA) breaks through the
barriers of traditional hashing algorithms.

Abstract—Multiple string pattern matching is one of many
approaches to simultaneously search occurrences of a large
number of patterns in a given text. In this paper, a new solution to
this problem is presented by using two-hashing tables to minimize
attempting times. This solution, called Two-Hashing Table Multiple
String Patterns Matching Algorithm (Two-HT-MSPMA), is suitable
for very long length of minimum pattern length. Its time complexity
is more efficient than classic algorithms. Empirical results showed
that its attempting times were less than of traditional algorithms.

The new approach uses two related hashing table for storing
the target patterns. Including, the shift table is used to
recognize the shift value for a new window search as well as
the algorithm in [4]. In the searching phase, the matching
method hashes one time or twice in the first hashing table if
there is no pattern overlapping or twice in both hashing tables
if there is only one or more pattern overlapping.

Keywords- Hashing Data Structure, Static Dictionary
Matching, Pattern Detection Algorithm, Exact String Matching.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Multiple string pattern matching is a classic problem in
computer science to simultaneously search for occurrences of
known patterns in a text. It plays important roles in various
fields (e.g., [18], [21], [22], [25]) including the operating
system commands (Unix grep command using CommentzWalter [8] and agrep using Wu-Manber[27]), intrusion
detection systems (e.g., SNORT using Aho-Corasick[1],
Commentz-Walter [8], and Wu-Manber[27]), and so on. Its
good solution relies on excellent data structures provided for
several searching aspects. Formally, this matching
simultaneously searches for all occurrences of patterns P={p1,
p2, p3,..,pr} which appeared in a given text T={t1,t2,t3…tn} over
a finite alphabet ¦ . Therefore, a more efficient data structure,

Two-HT-MSPMA is very high efficient when the minimum
pattern length is very long. It takes O(|P|) time and space
preprocessing where |P| is the sum of all pattern lengths. The
search takes O(|t||P|) in the worst case, O(|t|) in an average
case, and O(|t|/lmin) in the best case scenario where |t| is the
length of the given text, and lmin is the minimum length of
patterns. Furthermore, the empirical results showed that the
attempting time to match were less than the well known
algorithms such as Aho-Corasick [1], SetHorspool [8], and qgrams of [1] and [8]; especially when using the large number
of pattern overlapping and very long patterns.
The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section II
shows the previous research on multiple string pattern
matching. Section III gives basic definitions, which are shown
by examples and algorithm details. Section IV explains how to
create the hashing tables and their algorithms. Section V
illustrates the proposed search algorithm. Section VI analyzes
complexities of the preprocessing phase and the searching
phase. Section VII shows empirical results and gives a
discussion. Finally, section VIII gives a conclusion.

provided for accommodating the target patterns, is needed.
Moreover, a faster searching algorithm is always required.
A powerful search is required in a minimal attempting time.
Such a search can be obtained via a fast accessing data
structure. A hashing table is the most widely known as the
fastest accessing data structure; because it can be accessed in a
constant time. Unfortunately, when implementing the hashing
table to a single string pattern matching highly took a
consuming time. Moreover, if any multiple string pattern
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II.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Definition 1 shows a main shifting table which is applied
from [4], definition 2 describes the first level of hashing table
of the minimum prefix patterns, and definition 3 explains the
second-level of the hashing table to store the patterns which
are overlapped and related with the first hashing table in
definition 2.
Firstly, let lmin be the minimum length of patterns, and
then, the following explanations indicate the meaning of
referring notations to be used.

In general, multiple string pattern matching has become
increasingly popular in research subject, e.g. [8]. There are two
phases in string pattern matching: preprocessing and searching.
The preprocessing generates the patterns to a designated data
structure providing to a powerful search algorithm. Trie, Bitparallel, and Hashing table are well-known data structures for
this purpose. Trie is a prefix-tree data structure used in the first
famous algorithm [1]. This algorithm is the first linear time
solution which is inherited from [5]. Then, the CommentzWalter [2] and the SetHorspool [8] are the sub-linear time
solutions which extended from [23].

Definition 1. The hashing table, which consists of two
columns: ¦ and the shifting values, is called the shifting
table and denoted by ST; where ¦ is the single alphabet
which appear in P. The shifting value is an integer number
which is used for setting the new window search.

There are a number of algorithms that apply Trie; for
example, SBOM [3], SDBM (shown in [8]), [10], MultiBDM
[13], [16], and [17]. All of them improved the searching time
(mentioned in [8]). However, implementing Trie to
applications consumes tremendous memory in practice.

Example 1. The ST of P={aaba, aabab, aababc, aababcd,
aababcde, abcb, , zmnd, qope, jmqfm } into ST where * is the
other characters that are not appeared in ¦ (the shifting values
calculated by algorithm 1 in the next section). That algorithm
is inherited from [21].

Alternatively, the Bit-parallelism, like Trie for its
popularity, uses data of bits for the pattern representation.
Navarov [8] showed how to apply the Bit-parallel in the single
string Shift-Or and the single Shift-And to the Multiple ShiftAnd [7], the Multiple-BNDM [7], and algorithm in [9].
Unfortunately, Bit-parallel algorithms are restricted by the
computer word and need to deal with the complexity of the bitconversion methods. Moreover, it is difficult to update the
pattern when implement the data structure.

TABLE I. SHIFTING VALUE TABLE(ST)

Employing a hashing table for dictionary was an important
choice; Karp and Rabin [11] were the first to find a solution
with this structure. This algorithm took more time in a worst
case scenario: O(mn) time where m is the single pattern length.
The disadvantage of this principle is the lengthy processing
time when directly extended to the multiple string patterns
matching. Nevertheless, an efficient algorithm was presented
by Wu and Manber [27], which created the shift table and
implemented the hashing table to store the block of patterns. A
more efficient solution [29] improved Wu and Manber’s
method in [27] and saved searching time in an average case
However, the worst case scenario was not improved.

Shifting Values

a
b
c
d
e
f
m
n
o
p
q
j
z
*

2
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
3
1
3
3
3
4

Definition 2. The hashing table, which stores the prefix of
all patterns that the number of characters equal the minimum
length of patterns and the lists(L) of patterns overlapping
lengths, is called the hashing table level 1 (denoted by HL1);
where Min_keys is the column which is used to store the
prefix of all patterns and L is the list of patterns overlapping
lengths.

In addition, there are some other techniques which combine
algorithms with several structures in order to improve the time
complexity such as the q-gram structure and the partitioning
technique. However, the worst case time is again not improved.
More details on the development of the new standard can be
found in [8], [14], [15], [24], and [31].
Recently, solutions [5], [20], and [28] improved the Trie
structure to accommodate the patterns especially in [5] which
has minimal space of solution. For other solutions, there exists
a wealth of literature devoted to employ those classic data
structures (e.g., Trie, Bit-parallel, and Hashing). These can be
found in [12], [26], and [30].
III.

¦ of pi[lmin]

Example 2. The HL1 of example 1 shown as P={aaba,
aabab, aababc, aababcd, aababcde, abcb, zmnd, qope, jmqfm
}.

BASIC DEFINITIONS

As mentioned in the introduction section, our new
algorithm employs two hashing tables for accommodating the
patterns; as well as, the searching phase hashes into these
hashing tables for matching inspection. Then, this section
introduces the definitions and illustrates their data structures.
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12.
Else
13.
STÅpi[j] at column of ¦
14.
Add lmin to column of shifting Value
15. End For
16. End If
17. End For
18. Return ST

TABLE II. HASHING TABLE LEVEL 1
Min_keys
(pi[1...lmin])
aaba
abcb
zmnd
qope
jmqf

L
4,5,6,7,8
5

HL1 is created for storing the patterns of P with the
number of characters equal lmin characters into Min_Keys.
Meanwhile, the values to be inserted into the column L are the
list of pattern lengths that are overlapped to HL2. The
algorithm is shown below.

Definition 3. The hashing table, which stores the patterns
that are overlapping in HL1, is called the overlapping patterns
table (denoted by HL2); where Ovp_Keys is the column, stored
the patterns which are overlapped from HL1 and their lengths
are longer than patterns in HL1.

Algorithm 2 : Create HL1
Input: P={p1, p2, p3,...,pr}, lmin
Output: HL1
1. Initiate the empty PPT
2. For i=1 to r Do
3.
If pi[1...lmin] does not exist in HL1 Then
4.
HL1 column keys Åpi[1...lmin]
5.
If length of pi = lmin Then
6.
Add lmin to L of HL1 in pi column
7.
End of If
8.
End If
9. End For
10. Return HL1

Example 3. The HL2 of example 1 shown as P={aaba,
aabab, aababc, aababcd, aababcde, abcb, zmnd, qope, jmqfm
}.
TABLE III. HASHING TABLE LEVEL 2
Ovp_Keys
aabab
aababc
aababcde
aababcde
jmqfm

IV.

PREPROCESSING PHASE

This phase creates two related hashing tables and one shift
table. The following algorithms show how to create ST, HL1,
HL2 respectively; where lmin is the minimum length of
patterns and ShiftingValue is the shifting value of the
individual character in ¦ which is initiated at lmin.
ST is the hashing table consisted of the keys of characters
which are appeared in all patterns at the positions of lmin.
Each character is checked for overlapping when the search
window is slid, and the shifting value can be shifted to the
farthest distance with no pattern overlapping. The algorithm
(inherited from [4]) is shown below.

HL2 is created for the overlapping patterns and the pattern
that the lengths are longer than the minimum pattern lengths
which are stored in HL1. The inputs are P and lmin in HL1.
Meanwhile, the overlapping patterns and the patterns that the
lengths are longer than lmin are stored in the HL2. The details
are shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 : Create HL2
Input: P={p1, p2, p3,...,pr},lmin
Output: HL2
1. Initiate the empty HL2
2. For i=1 to r Do
3.
If length of pi > lmin Then
4.
Add length of pi to L of HL1 in pi column
5.
HL2 column keys Åpi
6. End For
7. Return HL2

Algorithm 1 : Create ST
Input: P={p1, p2, p3,...,pr},lmin
Output: Shifting Table (ST)
1. Initiate the empty ST
2. For i=1 to r Do
3.
ShiftingValue=lmin
4.
For j= lmin -1 down to 1 Do
5.
If pi[j] exists in ST Then
6.
ShiftingValue = the shifting value at pi[j] in ST
7.
If pi[j] = pi[lmin] Then
8.
ShiftingValue = ShiftingValue-1
9.
If ShiftingValue at pi[j] >ShiftingValue Then
ShiftingValue at ST[pi[j]]= ShiftingValue
10.
End If
11.
End If

After the preprocessing phase, all tables have already been
created for searching algorithm. In addition, they will be
referred for all search windows. For the our example, if
P={aaba, aabab, aababc, aababcd, aababcde, abcb, zmnd,
qope, jmqfm }, then ST, HL1, and HL2 are initiated as Table I,
Table II, and Table III respectively.
.
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V.

Process L[4]=7, Hash(“aababcd”)->HL2 =true, match:
OK

SEARCHING PHASE

The following details show the searching steps and the
details on algorithms. The searching method is driven by
initiating the window search at the beginning of the given text
with the minimum length. Then, the substring of that window
is hashed into HL1. The matching position is then checked
when the first item of L equal lmin. If there are many items in
L, then that substring including the next character is hashed
into HL2 until the last item in L is taken. Next, the character
that appears at the lmin in each window is used to hash into
ST for initiating the next window search.

aaba b c d ezmndjmqfmaababcd
Process L[5]=8, Hash(“aababcde”)->HL2 =true,
match: OK
Searching Window: 2, ShiftingValue ‘a’=2
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaababcd
Hash(“babc”)->HL1 = -, L= - match: -

The following algorithms show the idea above:

Searching Window: 3, ShiftingValue ‘c’=1
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaababcd
Hash(“abcd”)->HL1 = -, L= -, match: -

Algorithm 4: Two-HT-MSPMA
Input: T, ST, HL1,HL2, P, lmin
Output : all matched positions are reported
1. Rear, Cur=lmin
2. While Cur <=n Do
3.
If Hash[T[Cur-lmin]...T[lmin]] into HL1 = true Then
4.
Report the matched position at Cur if L[1] = lmin or
L[1]= 5.
For (i=1 if L[1]>lmin or i=2 if L[1]=lmin) to size of
L and Cur<=n Do
6.
Rear= L[i]
7.
If Hash[T[Cur-lmin]...T[Rear]] into HL2 =
true Then
8.
Report the matched position at Rear
9.
End For
10.
End If
11. End If
12. NewCur= ShiftingVvalue at Hash[ST[T[Cur]]
13. Cur = Cur+NewCur
14. Rear=Cur
15. End While

Searching Window: 4, ShiftingValue ‘d’=3
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaababcd
Hash(“bcde”)->HL1 = -, L= -, match: Searching Window: 5, ShiftingValue ‘e’=1
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaababcd
Hash(“cdez”)->HL1 = -, L= -, match: Searching Window: 6, ShiftingValue ‘z’=3
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaababcd
Hash(“zmnd”)->HL1 =true, L= - match: OK
Searching Window: 7, ShiftingValue ‘d’=1
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaababcd
Hash(“mndj”)->HL1 = -, L= -, match: Searching Window: 8, ShiftingValue ‘j’=3
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaababcd
Hash(“jmqf”)->HL1 =true, L=5, match: -

An example of searching is shown as example 4.

Process L=5
aababcdez m n d jmqf maababcd
Hash(“jmqfm”)->HL2 =true, L= -, match: OK

Example 4. Searching P={aaba, aabab, aababc, aababcd,
aababcde, abcb, zmnd, qope, jmqfm} in the given text T=
aababcdezmndjmqfmaababcd.
Searching window :1
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaababcd
Hash(“aaba”)->HL1 =true, L=4,5,6,7,8, match: OK

Searching Window: 9, ShiftingValue ‘f’=1
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaababcd
Hash(“mqfm”)->HL1 = -, L= -, match: Searching Window: 10, ShiftingValue ‘m’=2
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaababcd
Hash(“fmaa”)->HL1 = -, L= -, match: -

aaba bcdezmndjmqfmaababcd
Process L[2]=5, Hash(“aabab”)->HL2 =true, match:
OK

Searching Window: 11, ShiftingValue ‘a’=2
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaababcd
Hash(“aaba”)->HL1 =true, L=4, 5,6,7,8, match: OK

aaba b cdezmndjmqfmaababcd
Process L[3]=6, Hash(“aababc”)->HL2 =true, match:
OK

Process L[2]=5
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaaba bcd
Hash(“aabab”)->HL2 =true, match: OK

aaba b c dezmndjmqfmaababcd
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Process L[3]=6
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaaba b cd
Hash(“aababc”)->HL2 =true, match: OK

the mismatches occurred at the first character, the last
character of each search window will also be assumed.
The classic Aho-Corasick [1], the simple algorithm of
Commentz-Walter[23] called as SetHorspool [shown in 10],
the current excellent q-gram technique of [19] (developed
from classic Aho-Corasick [1] and SetHorspool) were chosen
for the empirical comparisons. As well as, the 5-q grams,
which were larger than the original experiments shown in [19],
were set for the comparison as well.
Table IV shows the empirical results of the attempting time
for matching where Two-HT-MSPMA is the two-hashing table
multiple string pattern matching algorithm.

Process L[4]=7
aababcdez m n d jmqfmaaba b c d
Hash(“aababcd”)->HL2 =true, match: OK
Searching Window 12: Cur>n, then the search is
finished.
With this search, we can save times to scan the given text
when the minimum length is too long. Unfortunately, if there
are no characters which can be skipped, then the comparing
time will be equal to the length of the given text.
VI.

TABLE IV. EMPERICAL RESULTS OF ATTEMPTING TIME FOR MATCHING
(TIMES) WHEN THERE IS NO PATTERNS OVERLAPPING
Algorithms

COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

Aho-Corasick[1]
SetHorspool[9]
5-q grams of [1]
5-q grams of [9]
Two-HT-MSPMA

A. Preprocessing Time and Space Complexity
Algorithm 1 is run to equal the number of pattern (r) which
takes r time or |P|. Meanwhile, the space complexity equals ¦ .
Like the algorithm 1, the algorithm 2 (creating HL1) is run in
|P| time. The space complexity is |lmin*r|. Creating the
hashing table of HL2 (Algorithm 3) uses O(|P|) time and takes
the maximum space O(|P|) when every pattern is overlapped
or uses O(1) if there is no pattern overlapping (only HL1).
Therefore, overall time complexity is O(|P|+|P|+|P|) for
the preprocessing phase, shown as O(3|P|) or O(|P|) time. The
space complexity equals the space of O( ¦ +|lmin*r| +|P|)
which is shown as O(|P|).

Complete
matching
1,000,000
1,000,000
200,000
200,000
10,000

Mismatch
at pi [1]
1,000,000
1,000,000
200,000
1,000,000
10,000

Mismatch at
pi [lmin]
1,000,000
10,000
10,000
200,000
10,000

TABLE V. % OF ATTEMPTING TIMES FOR MATCHING IN TABLE IV
Algorithms
Aho-Corasick[1]
SetHorspool[9]
5-q grams of [1]
5-q grams of [9]
Two-HT-MSPMA

B.

Searching Time Complexity
The algorithm 4 needs to capture the string in each
searching window at once. Therefore, the maximum of time
takes |t| time if the shifting values in ST are equal, which takes
O(|t|) (shown in the average case). Meanwhile, if there is no
overlapping or the shifting value equals lmin, then it takes
O(|t|/lmin) (shown in the best case scenario).
In the average case scenario, the comparisons need to
capture all character in the searching window in each
comparison. Then, the shifting values are differenced, which
take O(|t|) time in maximum when the shifting value is
activated more than one position.
In the worst case scenario, the basic comparison is
equivalent to the average case when the shifting value is
activated only one position, which finally lead to O(|t||P|) time.
However, the substring method of each comparison is taken
only once. This case may be occurred when there are several
overlapping patterns.

Complete
matching
100.00
100.00
20.00
20.00
1.00

Mismatch
at pi [1]
100.00
100.00
20.00
100.00
1.00

Mismatch at
pi [lmin]
100.00
1.00
1.00
20.00
1.00

The empirical results showed that the attempting times of
new algorithms were less than the traditional algorithms
especially in the cases of long length and no overlapping
examples.
For algorithm implementation, the preprocessing phase is
relatively easy to create especially when using a high level of
a hashing data structure such as java.util.HashSet. This
structure provides the string methods for accessing by hashing
properties such as .add, .remove, .contain, and so on.

VIII. CONCLUSION
The multiple-string pattern matching employing twohashing tables was presented. This approach takes O(|P|) time
and space preprocessing where |P| is the sum of lengths in P.
The search takes O(|t||P|) in the worst case, O(|t|) in an
average case, and O(|t|/lmin) in the best case scenario; where
|t| is the length of text T and lmin is the minimum length of
patterns. As shown in our empirical results, the attempting
times were less than of the traditional algorithms especially in
the case of a very long minimum pattern length.

VII. EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In our empirical results, the given text of 1,000,000
characters and the minimum length of all patterns to be
matched 100 characters were assumed. The matching times
were set to 10,000 times with no overlapping and the shifting
value equals the minimum length. On the other hand, when
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